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Abstract

Statistically optimal estimators often seem difficult to compute. When
they are the solution to a combinatorial optimization problem, NP-hardness
motivates the use of suboptimal alternatives. For example, the non-convex
`0 norm is ideal for enforcing sparsity, but is typically overlooked in favor of
the convex `1 norm. We introduce a new regularizer which is small enough
to preserve statistical optimality but large enough to circumvent worst-case
computational intractability. This regularizer rounds the objective to a
fractional precision and smooths it with a random perturbation. Using this
technique, we obtain a combinatorial algorithm for noisy sparsity recovery
which runs in polynomial time and requires a minimal amount of data.

The sparsity recovery problem illustrates a common tradeoff between computational and
statistical efficiency. The goal is to estimate supp (h∗), the positions of the non-zero en-
tries of some unknown h∗ ∈ RD. A variety of resources are utilized to solve the problem:
randomness, used to draw M “sensing” vectors xm ∈ RD with independent N(0, 1) entries;
data {ym = 〈h∗, xm〉+ gm}Mm=1 contaminated with independent “noise” gm ∼N

(
0, σ2

)
; and

time, during which ĥM is chosen to minimize

F (h) = P(supp(h)) 6= supp(h∗))

with regard to the external randomness of g1, . . . , gM and the internal randomness of
x1, . . . , xM . We hope for asymptotically reliable recovery in the sense that F (ĥM ) → 1
as M → ∞. This hope is realized in many situations; we focus on a challenging setting
where the sparsity level S = ‖h∗‖0 = |supp (h∗)| is a constant fraction of D and the mini-
mum component mind ‖hd‖2 is a constant multiple of logS/S. (It is challenging because h∗
is fairly dense, but not impossible due to the significant amount of signal.) Here, asymp-
totically reliable recovery demands M = Ω(S) [18]. This optimal statistical rate is achieved
by direct “empirical” minimization [18]:

min.
h

M∑
m=1

‖ ym − 〈h, xm〉 ‖2 s.t. ‖h‖0 ≤ S (Direct2)

Unfortunately, this minimization (without our attendant conditions on xm and ym) is
strongly NP-hard 1 [7]. This worst-case hardness discouraged average-case analysis of

1A problem is strongly NP-hard if it remains NP-hard even when the input is encoded in unary
rather than binary; that is, when the numerical values of its inputs are bounded by a polynomial in
their lengths. A runtime is pseudopolynomial if it is polynomial in the unary length of the input.
Weakly NP-hard problems, such as knapsack, may be solved in pseudopolynomial time, but unless
P=NP the same is not true for strongly NP-hard problems.
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Direct2 in favor of alternatives such as convex relaxations [2] and greedy approxima-
tions [16]. Such methods are effective, but typically attain computational efficiency by
sacrificing statistical efficiency. For example, the Lasso is a widely used alternative which
relaxes the non-convex cardinality constraint to an `1 norm penalty. It is asymptotically
reliable only if M = Ω(S log(D−S)); that is, a linear amount of data no longer suffices [17].
This general pattern - sacrificing data for time by relaxing a hard empirical problem - applies
to other important problems such as halfspace learning and matrix completion [11, 4].

We offer a complementary technique to relaxation based on a simple observation: when M is
small, the objective FM fluctuates considerably, and so yields an opportunity to “sneak in”
a small bit of regularization. Whereas typical regularizers are designed outweigh the fluctu-
ations, the anticoncentration regularizer hides in their shadow. Since it vanishes faster than
FM stabilizes, it does not affect asymptotic reliability, yet it is still large enough to admit
a polynomial time algorithm. Moreover, within the confines of linear data and polynomial
time, it may continuously balance the linear coefficient and the polynomial degree. This is
similar to how statistical penalties balance approximation error and estimation error.

We briefly describe the high-level ideas of this approach. We start with a mild variant of
Direct2 where the objective is normalized and the `2 loss is swapped for `1:

min.
h

FM (h) =
1
M

M∑
m=1

| ym − 〈h, xm〉 | s.t. ‖h‖0 ≤ S (Direct1)

This is merely for exposition purposes so we can work with integer linear programs. Direct1

inherits strong NP-hardness from Direct2; we conjecture it inherits asymptotic reliability
as well. Our main result follows.

Theorem 1 Given M = Ω(S) in the aforementioned challenging setting for h∗, a random-
ized polynomial time algorithm achieves the same asymptotic reliability as Direct1.

The remainder of this note is a proof sketch of Theorem 1 and a discussion of related work.

1 The proof sketch

The proof consists of four steps:

1. Form a new program Round by constraining Direct1’s decision variables to take a
random number of values which is probably polynomial. Its solution is still asymp-
totically reliable.

2. Form a new program SmoothRound by randomly perturbing the coefficients in
Round’s objective (or, indirectly, its constraint matrix). Its solution is still asymp-
totically reliable.

3. SmoothRound can be solved in expected polynomial time iff Round can be solved
in pseudopolynomial time.

4. Round can be solved in pseudopolynomial time since its constraint matrix has
constant branchwidth (as defined later).

We show the changes to Direct1 lower the rate of convergence of F (ĥM ) by just a factor
of O(1) or even o(1). This way we don’t have to touch the original proof of asymptotic
reliability. Indeed, little of the proof pertains specifically to sparsity recovery.

1.1 Rounding

The first step is the most technical; we present only brief, high-level intuition. Without
loss of generality, suppose the numbers defining Direct1 lie within [−1, 1]. These numbers
are almost surely irrational, so any optimization procedure must first round them to some
bounded length. Standard arguments show that the length L of the solution is polynomial
in the length of the input.
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We want to show that there is a data tradeoff constant c ≥ 1 and rounding parameters
k ≥ 0, {ad}Dd=1, and {bd}Dd=1 such that, in terms of asymptotic reliability, the solution to
Direct1 is no better than the solution to

min.
h

FcM (h) s.t. ‖h‖0 ≤ S, ∀d : ad ≤ 2−khd ≤ bd (Round)

where ad, hd, and bd are integers. If the cardinality of each [ad, bd] is bounded by a poly-
nomial, then of course hd is similarly bounded, so the constraints effectively round the
objective. As the spacing k grows, a polynomial bound is easier to attain, but asymptotic
reliability may suffer. We may obtain high bit-precision without losing accuracy if we have
a good idea of where the minimizer will be. Fortunately, we may obtain such an estimate
in polynomial time by solving the linear program η̂ = argminh FcM (h). η̂ is normally dis-
tributed around h∗; the bounded precision solution η̄ essentially shares this distribution for
large enough L.

Since E(η̄) ≈ h∗, we will take [ad, bd] = η̄d ± γ for some γ > 0. Our strategy is, for
some constant δ > 0, to choose the smallest k such that γ is polynomial and the rounded
h̄∗M ∈ [ad, bd] with probability 1− δ. Since we know the distribution of η̂, we may obtain a
confidence interval.

1.2 Smoothing

We now show that randomly perturbing the coefficients of the objective does not affect
asymptotic recovery. Let each ρm be a uniform random variable drawn from [−r, r]. The
new objective is

AM (h) =
1
M

M∑
m=1

(1 + ρm)| ym − 〈h, xm〉 |

The full result is based on the next lemma, which is a simple consequence of iterated
expectation.

Lemma 2 ∃c = O(1),∀M ≥ M ′,∃r > 0,∀h, AcM (h) has the same expectation as, but no
more variance than, FM (h).

Note that |ym − 〈h, xm〉| has a half normal distribution with mean
√

2
π

√
‖h− h∗‖22 + σ2

and variance π−2
π

(
|h− h∗‖22 + σ2

)
. First,

E(AcM (h)) = E(E(AcM (h)|ρ)) = E

(√
2
π

√
(1 + ρm)2(‖h− h∗‖22 + σ2)

)
= E(FM (h))

where the last equality follows by symmetry of ρm. Next,

V (AcM (h)) = E(V (AcM (h)|ρ)) + V (E(AcM (h)|ρ)) = V (FcM (h)) +
2
π

(‖h− h∗‖22 + σ2)V (ρm)

and we can take a r = O
(
M−1/2

)
to satisfy the lemma. Alternatively, we may trade time

and data by letting c = 1− 1/p(M) for some polynomial p and sizing r appropriately.

1.3 SmoothRound is easier

We now reap the benefits of rounding and smoothing. We apply a result from smoothed
analysis of algorithms, wherein nature perturbs the input, and the algorithm’s runtime
may vary with the length of the original input and the amount of perturbation. Since
our perturbation parameter 1/r is polynomial in M , we may simulate nature. The result
internally manages precision.

We say an algorithm has probably polynomial runtime if, with probability 1−δ, the running
time is polynomially bounded in the length of the input, 1/r and 1/δ. Such an algorithm does
not necessarily have expected polynomial running time. We may achieve this by wrapping
the algorithm in a loop which restarts execution after a polynomial number of steps.
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Proposition 3 (adapted from [9]) Since its decision variables take at most a polynomial
number of values, SmoothRound can be solved in probably polynomial time if (and only
if) Round can be solved by a possibly randomized algorithm in expected pseudopolynomial
time.

1.4 Round in pseudopolynomial time

To complete the argument, we show Round can be solved in pseudopolynomial time. We
must exploit some structure of the input since the general form of the problem is still
strongly NP-hard. This hardness follows by reduction from the exact cover problem: given
a collection of elements E, and a collection of sets Z ⊂ 2E , determine if there is a “cover”
C ⊂ Z such that each element belongs to exactly one set in C. In the reduction, E
corresponds to the rows of the constraint matrix and Z corresponds to its columns; entry
(e, z) is 1 iff z contains e. The threshold vector is set to all 1’s to enforce the “exactly one”
condition. The columns of the constraint matrix therefore encode difficult dependencies.

This is not true of the constraint matrices used for sparsity recovery. The bulk of Round’s
constraint matrix K encodes the “design” matrix X whose rows are x1, ..., xM . Since X has
iid N(0, 1) entries, its columns are nearly linearly independent with overwhelming probabil-
ity. K’s inability to encode difficult dependencies is captured by its branchwidth, defined
thusly: a branch decomposition is a binary tree in which each column of K appears at
exactly one leaf. Cutting an edge in this tree effectively partitions the columns into two sets
K1 and K2. The branchwidth of K is

min
decompositions

max
cuts

(rank (K1) + rank (K2)− rank(K) + 1)

K has O(M +D) columns and O(M) rows. But since M = Ω(S) = Ω(D), we may assume
that there are as many rows as columns. In this case, the linear independence of X’s columns
will ensure that K has constant branchwidth. (The columns corresponding to the auxiliary
decision variables add at most a constant factor.) Given this condition, we may use an
off-the-shelf algorithm.

Proposition 4 (from [3]) An integer linear program can be solved in pseudopolynomial
time if its decision variables take polynomially many values and its constraint matrix has
constant branchwidth.

2 Related work

Regularization was introduced as a numerical computing technique, so its computational
benefits have been deeply studied. Smoothed analysis demonstrates how small perturbations
can reduce computational complexity [14]. Smoothed analysis has been applied to learning
problems [6, 8]. Random perturbations are a popular internal device within algorithms [15];
in learning, their use dates back to Hannan [5]. Properties such as strong convexity confer
both computational and statistical benefits [19, 10]. Computational learning theory mostly
focuses on solving learning problems in polynomial time. However, regularization is not
often used to make such distinctions, perhaps because data is often considered free. Recent
work has underscored rich distinctions within the confines of polynomial time and limited
data [1, 13, 12].

To the best of our knowledge, no previous work identifies the opportunity to regularize a sta-
tistically optimal, NP-hard empirical problem, and thereby derive an optimal algorithm for
the original problem. We believe this technique could be useful for other learning problems,
especially as a complement to algorithms tuned for speed.
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